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How do we run                ?



Tutorial files

Source this file:

/leonardo_work/EUHPC_TD02_030/softwares/siesta-5.0beta1/siestarc.sh

This will add SIESTA and all utilities to the path.



Tutorial files

Each day, you should copy the tutorial folder available at

/leonardo_work/EUHPC_TD02_030/siesta-tutorials/day3-Wed

Each tutorial contains a sample submission script (run.sh). Edit it at your own 
convenience.



Tutorials themselves

You can find all tutorials at:

https://docs.siesta-project.org/projects/siesta/en/latest/tutorials/index.html

https://docs.siesta-project.org/projects/siesta/en/latest/tutorials/index.html


Submitting a job



GPUs tomorrow!

The SIESTA method itself is very efficient, so for small systems (less than a 100 
atoms), using a GPU is actually detrimental.

Tomorrow we will cover a few solvers for cases with hundreds or thousands of 
atoms, in which using accelerators becomes very beneficial.



A look at the inputs



Your first encounter!

Tutorial description:

https://docs.siesta-project.org/projects/siesta/en/latest/tutorials/basic/first-e
ncounter/index.html

Tutorial folder:

day3-Wed/01-FirstEncounter_I

https://docs.siesta-project.org/projects/siesta/en/latest/tutorials/basic/first-encounter/index.html
https://docs.siesta-project.org/projects/siesta/en/latest/tutorials/basic/first-encounter/index.html


What are the main ingredients?

For most basic SIESTA calculations, we need at least two inputs:

● Pseudo potential files (e.g. available in PSML format from 
http://www.pseudo-dojo.org, or a PSF created with ATOM).

● An fdf file with the input options.

http://www.pseudo-dojo.org


What’s in the FDF?

The fdf file contains all relevant input options for our simulation: geometry 
information, atomic species information, level of theory, basis set information, 
and a plethora of fine-tuning options.

Let’s have a look at the first fdf for this tutorial…



What’s in the FDF? System information

All output filenames will begin with “ch4.”

Total number of atoms in the simulation box.

Different “kinds” of atoms present.

Note that we have to types of inputs: 
single variables, and blocks.



What’s in the FDF? System geometry

Multiplies all lattice vectors by a constant. Note 
the units.

The lattice vectors themselves.

Unit for the atomic coordinates block. Can
also be “fractional”.

Atomic coordinates and species index
(1 for C, 2 for H).



What’s in the FDF? Other options

Basis Set Options

Relates to the amount of points for grid-based 
operations.

Options for SCF acceleration.

Solver options.



Let’s have a look at the outputs…



What are all of these files???



What are all of these files???

Forces and Stress
KS eigenvalues

Forces on atoms

Timing information

Density Matrix Restart Coordinate Restart



What are all of these files???

General Output file: log, out, you name it 



Outputs

Installation and run info, Start Time



Outputs

Things we have in our FDF file



Outputs

Species and pseudopotential 
information



Outputs

Basis set generation (next 
session!)



Outputs

Coordinates and selected 
options



Outputs

Type of run, cell information.

Sparsity information.

Mesh information (later!)



Outputs

Initial, non-SCF energy 
decomposition.



Outputs

SCF cycle information

Converged KS energy

Converged total forces and   
cell stress



Outputs

Final energy decomposition



Outputs

Final forces

Final stress/pressure

Electric dipole



Outputs

Primary bibliography, and end-of-run time



Try it!



A look into the level of theory



General considerations

Before doing a production run with SIESTA:

● Choose an appropriate XC functional.
● Test the pseudopotentials (not covered here)
● Test the basis sets
● Converge the mesh cut-off for calculations
● Converge the k-point sampling



General considerations

Before doing a production run with SIESTA:

● Choose an appropriate XC functional.
● Test the pseudopotentials (not covered here)
● Test the basis sets
● Converge the mesh cut-off for calculations
● Converge the k-point sampling



This tutorial

Tutorial description:

https://docs.siesta-project.org/projects/siesta/en/latest/tutorials/basic/first-e
ncounter-theorylevel/index.html

Tutorial folder:

day3-Wed/02-FirstEncounter_II

https://docs.siesta-project.org/projects/siesta/en/latest/tutorials/basic/first-encounter-theorylevel/index.html
https://docs.siesta-project.org/projects/siesta/en/latest/tutorials/basic/first-encounter-theorylevel/index.html


Choosing an XC functional

Which functional to choose will depend on what you want to do and the system 
you are running. Read the literature!

Telling SIESTA what functional to use is easy enough:



Choosing an XC functional

XC.functional and XC.authors must be consistent!

You should also choose appropriate pseudopotentials.



Key concepts on basis sets

SIESTA can automatically generate basis sets, or you can provide whatever 
radial function you want.

Basis functions become strictly zero beyond a certain 
radius, rcut.

For multiple-z basis, the second-z orbital is equal to 
the first-z orbital beyond a matching radius rmatch.



Global basis set options

Cardinality: amount of basis functions per atom (SZ, SZP, DZ, DZP, TZP).

Energy-shift: controls the cut-off radii of all atoms in a cohesive way.



Global basis set options

Split Norm: controls the matching radii for all multiple-zeta orbitals.

Soft confinement: Use a soft confinement potential when creating the basis orbitals.



First tests with methane (geometry optimization)

For XC functional options, check CH4-XC-Functional

For the basis sets, go into CH4-Basis

Take note of how the total energy (from output), bond lengths (ch4.BONDS file), and 
total time (from ch4.times) change in this cases:

1) When changing the basis set between SZ, SZP, and DZP. Use an energy shift of 
100 meV.

2) For DZP, changing the energy shift between 10 meV, 50 meV, and 100 meV.



Budgeting

Both increasing the cardinality (SZ -> SZP -> DZP -> TZP) and reducing the energy-shift 
increase the quality of results and the computational costs.

Costs are affected differently though:

● Cardinality increases the cost of diagonalization (~N3)
● Energy shift/Cut-off radius increase the cost of grid operations (~N).

For small systems (a few N), grid operations are the dominant part of the calculation. 
Meanwhile, for large systems (large N), diagonalization becomes dominant.

This means that for very large systems (300-800 atoms), increasing the cut-off radii does not 
greatly increase computational costs.



Optimizing the basis set?

SIESTA can benefit greatly from manually optimizing our basis set a bit further. 
This increases the quality of our result without really sacrificing computational 
cost.

The only real issue here is the time spent optimizing the basis set.


